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Abstract
Stimulated by the recent attention given to the texture zeros found in the quark mass matrices sector of the Standard Model, an analytical method for identifying (or
to exclude) texture zeros models will be implemented here, starting from arbitrary quark mass matrices and making a suitable weak basis (WB) transformation, we
are be able to find equivalent quark mass matrix. It is shown that the number of non-equivalent quark mass matrix representations is finite. We give exact numerical
results for parallel and non-parallel four-texture zeros models. We find that some five-texture zeros Ansa¨tze are in agreement with all present experimental data.
And we confirm definitely that six-texture zeros of Hermitian quark mass matrices are not viable models anymore.
Introduction
Although the gauge sector of the Standard Mo-
del (SM) with the SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y
symmetry is very successful, the Yukawa sector
of the SM is still poorly understood. The origin
of the fermion masses, the mixing angles and the
CP violation remain as open problems in parti-
cle physics. There have been a lot of studies of
possible fundamental symmetries in the Yukawa
coupling matrices of the SM. In the absence of a
more fundamental theory of interactions, an in-
dependent phenomenological model approach to
search for possible textures or symmetries in the
fermion mass matrices is still playing an impor-
tant role.
In the SM, the mass term is given by
−LM = u¯RMuuL + d¯RMddL + h.c.
Hermitian quark mass matrices: the mass matri-
ces Mu and Md are three-dimensional complex
matrices. We can consider quark mass matrices
to be hermitian as the unitary matrix can be ab-
sorbed in the right handed quark fields.
WB Transformations
The most general WB transformation [1], that
leaves the physical content invariable and the
mass matrices Hermitian, is
Mu −→M ′u = U†MuU,
Md −→M ′d = U†MdU,
(1)
where U is an arbitrary unitary matrix.
1. The WB transformation
generates all mass matrix
representations
“In the SM, any two pairs of Hermitian quark mass
matrices, given by (Mu,Md) and (M ′u,M ′d), with
identical eigenvalues and flavor mixing parameters,
to a specific scale energy, are related through a WB
transformation.”
2. The preliminary matrix
representation
The u-diagonal representation:
Mu = Du =

λ1u 0 0
0 λ2u 0
0 0 λ3u

,
Md = V DdV †, where V = U†uUd.
The d-diagonal representation.
3. A unique negative eigenvalue
“Each one of quark mass matrices
Mu and Md contains exactly one negative
eigenvalue.”
Numerical Five-Texture Zeros
There are a wide variety of four and five-texture
zeros representations. Using a specific approach,
some non-parallel texture are easy to obtain. But
more laborious methods are required in parallel
cases.
4. Five-texture zeros
The corresponding five-texture zeros repre-
sentation obtained is
M ′u =

0 0 −92.3618 + 157.694i
0 5748.17 28555.1 + 5911.83i
−92.3618− 157.694i 28555.1− 5911.83i 166988
 ,
M ′d =

0 13.9899 0
13.9899 0 424.808
0 424.808 2796.9
 .
Analytical Five-Texture Zeros and
the ckm Matrix
The five-texture zeros matrix derived above was
not considered or ruled out in literature:
Mu = P †

0 0 |Cu|
0 Au |Bu|
|Cu| |Bu| B˜u
P, Md =

0 |Cd| 0
|Cd| 0 |Bd|
0 |Bd| Ad
 ,
where P = diag(e−iφcu, e−iφbu, 1). Considering
λ2u = −mc, we have:
5. Analytical Five-Texture Zeros
|Vud| ≈ |Vcs| ≈ |Vtb| ≈ 1,
|Vus| ≈ |Vcd| ≈
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
√√√√√√√Au + mc
Au
√√√√√√mu
mc
+ e±i(φbu−φcu)
√√√√√√md
ms
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
|Vcb| ≈ |Vts| ≈
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
√√√√√√ms
mb
− e±iφbu
√√√√√√√Au + mc
mt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
|Vub|
|Vcb| ≈
√√√√√√mu
mc
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
√
Au
mt
− e−iφbu
√
Au+mc
Au
√
ms
mb√
Au+mc
mt
− e−iφbu√msmb
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
,
|Vtd|
|Vts| ≈
√√√√√√md
ms
,
where we assume that mu Au mt.
Conclusions
The main conclusions of this work are:
• Two quark mass matrices representations giving the same physical quantities must be related
through a WB transformation.
• Using the definition of WB transformation, it was shown that the number of nonequivalent
representations for the quark mass matrices is finite.
• Through WB transformations, it was relatively easy to find nonparallel four- texture zeros mass
matrices. More difficult, but feasible, was the case for parallel four-texture zeros mass matrices,
which were found in an exact way.
• Significant was the consistent five-texture zeros quark mass matrix found by us.
•We have determined the impossibility of finding quark mass matrices having a total of six-texture
zeros.
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